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Abstract. The BRST transformations for gravity with torsion including Weyl symmetry are
discussed by using the so-called Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions. Also the coupling of scalar

matter fields to gravity is incorporated in this analysis. With the help of an operator S which allows

to decompose the exterior space-time derivative as a BRST commutator we solve the Wess-Zumino

consistency condition corresponding to invariant Lagrangians and anomalies for the cases with and

without Weyl symmetry.
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1 Introduction

In the discussion of the unification of all fundamental interactions, gauge field theories
play a central role. Electroweak theory and quantum chromodynamic (QCD) are examples
of Yang-Mills gauge theories [1, 2] associated with non-abelian Lie groups. In that way
gravity is introduced as a gauge theory which is associated with local Lorentz invariance [3].

The symmetry content of a field theoretic model is usually described by Ward identities
(WI) leading to functional differential equations for the various Green's functions generated
by the corresponding generating functionals [4, 5]. Sometimes, the transition from the
classical to the quantized level modifies these Ward identities by non-trivial contributions
(anomalies), expressing the fact, that the original symmetry of the classical model is broken
at the quantum level.

An anomaly is usually defined as the gauge variation of the connected vacuum
functional in the presence of external gauge fields. When an anomaly occurs, this variation
does not vanish and the vacuum functional is not gauge invariant.

The most famous anomaly is the Adler-Bell-Jackiw (ABJ) anomaly [6, 7, 8] which
describes the breaking term in the axial vector current divergence equation. This anomaly
is needed to discuss successfully the 7r° —» 27 decay.

In connection with conformai field theories of gravity, Weyl anomalies are of great
interest. It is well-known that due to the existence of Weyl anomalies the Weyl symmetry,
which is valid at the classical level, is broken in the presence of quantum corrections. It
is apparent that in the discussion about the quantum conformai structure of a theory one
needs the identification of all the Weyl anomalies [9, 10] and Weyl invariants in arbitrary
space-time dimensions.

Therefore, in order to discuss anomalies one needs a tool for a characterization. This

may be achieved in a very compact manner with the help of the Wess-Zumino (WZ)
consitency condition [11] in the context of the Becchi-Rouet-Stora-Tyupin (BRST)
formalism [12]. This BRST scheme is an elegant and powerful instrument for the consistent
discussion of gauge symmetries in quantum field theory, and in addition this concept is
available for a large class of gauge field models whose classical symmetries have an algebra
which closes. In particular this BRST formalism allows to characterize the classical action
and possible anomalies as BRST invariant local functionals of the basic fields.

In order to describe the general procedure applicable to any gauge field model one
starts with the one-particle-irreducible (1PI) vertex functional given by

00 1 r
r(&0 E "T / dxl...dxnMxi)---<f>ci(*n)(0\T(<t>(x1)...<l,(xn))\0)lpI (1.1)

„=2 n- J

where (0|T(</>(a:i)...ci(a;n))|0)lp/ denotes the vacuum expectation value of the quantum fields
<t>(x). The classical sources (/>a are test functions for the functional (1.1). In perturbation
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theory one can make a loop expansion for r(^c(), i.e. the vertex functional can be written
as a formal power series in h:

oo

rOc/) £ftnrW(<M. (1.2)
n=0

At the classical level, in the so-called tree approximation, one gets

00 1 rr(0)(^) E -, / dx1...dxnM^)---<l>cl(xn)(o\T(^(x1)...<i>(xn))\o)l^ rc,(4i), (i.s)
„=2 n- J

where (0\T(<t>(xi)...<j>(xn))\0)j^ collects now all possible tree graphs, i.e. graphs without
radiative corrections. In this approximation the zero-loop order corresponds to the classical
action. In order to simplify notation one substitutes 4>d —* </• in the functionals (1.1) and
(1.3).

For the discussion of the symmetry content of the field model one introduces the Ward
identity operator W, in its global form

w'~I^s**>jm> (L4)

belonging to an arbitrary infinitesimal symmetry transformation Ss<j>(x) characterized by
a local parametric function e(x)

M(«) e(x)V(4>) (1.5)

whereby for general reason V(<j>) may be linear or non-linear in cj>. Applying the WI-
operator (1.4) to (1.3) one gets, for the case that (1.5) is a symmetry of the model, the
following global WI:

w.rd(0 0 (1.6)

The corresponding local WI may be obtained from (1.6) by functional differentiation with
respect to e(x).

The presence of radiative corrections is now governed by the renormalized action principle

[13, 14] leading in general to a modified WI for the full vertex functional (1.2)

WsT(<j))=A-T(^)=hA(<j>) + 0(h2) (1.7)

where A is an integrated well-defined quantum insertion of definite dimensions [13, 14] and
A(4>) is an integrated local polynomial in the fields and their derivatives. For the search
of anomalies it is enough to limit ourselves to the one-loop order.

Following the general procedure for the discussion of non-invariant counterterms an
anomaly occurs if the correction A cannot be expressed as a variation of the underlying
symmetry and therefore it is not possible to absorb A(<f>) by an appropriate counterterm
in order to get

w.T{4>) 0 • (1.8)
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To clarify this point, we assume that A(</>) can be written as

A(^) a{4>) + Wsb(4>) (1.9)

where a((j>) and b(<f>) are integrated local polynomials and where o(</>) cannot be expressed
as Wsa~(4>) for any integrated local polynomial a(<f>). The second term in (1.9) can be

absorbed in a redefined T(<j>), but the first term leads to an anomaly

W.f(0 WS(T(<I>) - hb(<j>)) ha(<j>) (1.10)

The use of the BRST scheme demands now that the given symmetry is converted into
a BRST symmetry. This can be achieved by replacing the infinitesimal parametric functions

e(x) by anticommuting ghost fields c(x) with ghost number one, which leads to a

nilpotent symmetry operator, the so-called BRST operator s. The search of BRST invariant

Lagrangians and possible anomalies is then reduced to solve the following cohomology
problem

so 0 a 7^ so. (1.11)

where s is the nilpotent BRST operator and a is the breaking term of eq.(l.lO). In
particular, the BRST formalism allows now to characterize classical actions and anomalies

as BRST invariant functionals. Especially, an action is a BRST invariant functional with
ghost number zero while an anomaly corresponds to a BRST invariant functional with
ghost number one. Eq.(l.ll) is now the Wess-Zumino consistency relation within the
BRST formalism and restricts strongly the possible solutions of a. For further need we are
using the concepts of differential forms, where d denotes the exterior space-time derivative
ri dxßd^ and where o is described by an integrated volume form (TV-form) in N space-
time dimension

a jA, (1.12)

with A local polynomial. The condition (111) implies the following local equation

sA + dQ 0, (1.13)

where Q is some local polynomial. The exterior space-time derivative d and the BRST

operator s fulfill
s2 d2 sd + ds 0 (1.14)

A is said non-trivial if
A^sÂ + dQ, (1.15)

with A and Q local polynomials. In this case the integral of A on space-time, JA, identifies

a cohomology class of the BRST operator s and, according to its ghost number,
it corresponds to an invariant Lagrangian (ghost number zero) or to an anomaly (ghost
number one).

The local equation (1.13), due to the relations (1.14) and to the familiar algebraic
Poincaré Lemma [15, 16]

dfì 0 <^> fi dû + dNx C + const (1.16)
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is easily seen to generate a tower of descent equations

sQ + dQ} 0

sQ} +dQ2 0,
sQ2 + dQ3 0,

sQk-x + dQk 0,
sQk 0, (1.17)

with Ql local field polynomials. The index i describes the grading of the local polynomials
Q (see Section 3).

As it has been well-known for several years, these equations can be solved by using a

transgression procedure based on the so-called Russian formula [17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25]. More recently an alternative way of finding non-trivial solutions of the ladder
(1.17) has been proposed by S.P. Sorella and has been successfully applied to the study
of the Yang-Mills gauge anomalies [26]. The method is based on the introduction of an
operator 6 which allows the expression of the exterior derivative d as a BRST commutator,
i.e.:

d -[s,S\. (1.18)

One easily verifies that, once the decomposition (1.18) has been found, successive applications

of the operator 6 on the polynomial Qk which solves the last equation of the tower
(1.17) give an explicit non-trivial solution for the higher cocycles Qk~l, Q1, Q, and A.

Actually, the decomposition (1.18) represents one of the most interesting features of the
topological field theories [27, 28] and of the bosonic string and superstring in the Beltrami
and Super-Beltrami parametrization [29]. A remarkable fact is also that solving the last
equation of the tower (1.17) is a problem of local BRST cohomology instead of a modulo-d
one. One sees then that, due to the operator 6, the study of the cohomology of s modulo
d is essentially reduced to the study of the local cohomology of s which, in turn, can be

systematically analyzed by using the powerful technique of the spectral sequences [30].

Actually, as proven in [31], the solutions obtained by utilizing the decomposition (1.18)
turn out to be completely equivalent to that based on the Russian formula, i.e. they
differ only by trivial cocycles.

The aim of this work is twofold. In a first step it will be demonstrated that the
decomposition (1.18) can be successfully applied to gravity including local Lorentz rotations,
diffeomorphisms, and Weyl transformations, and that it holds also in the presence of
torsion. In the second step, we will see that the operator 6 gives an elegant and straightforward
way of classifying the cohomology classes of the full BRST operator in any space-time
dimension. In particular, the eq.(1.18) will allow for a cohomological interpretation of the
cosmologica! constant, of Lagrangians for pure Einstein gravity and generalizations including

also torsion. Additionally, Chern-Simons terms, gravitational and Weyl anomalies are
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considered. The last point is devoted to the discussion of the coupling of a scalar matter
field to gravity with and without Weyl symmetry.

This work is a continuation of a previous one [32], where the decomposition (1.18)
was shown to hold in the case of pure Lorentz transformations involving only the Lorentz
connection u> and the Riemann tensor R and without taking into account the explicit
presence of the vielbein e and of the torsion T. More recently the decomposition (1.18)
was used to investigate the cohomological problem of gravity with torsion [33].

The further analysis is based on the geometrical formalism introduced by L. Baulieu
and J. Thierry-Mieg [18, 20] which allows to reinterpret the BRST transformations as

Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions. In particular, this formalism turns out to be very
useful in the case of gravity [18, 20], since it naturally includes the torsion. In addition, it
allows to formulate the diffeomorphism transformations as local translations in the tangent
space by means of the introduction of the ghost field if £''e" where £M denotes the usual

diffeomorphism ghost and e° is the vielbein.

We recall also that the BRST formulation of gravity with torsion has already been

proposed by [34, 35] in order to study the quantum aspects of gravity. In particular,
the authors of [35] discussed a four dimensional torsion Lagrangian, with GL(A, R) as the

gauge group, which is able to reproduce the Einstein gravity in the low energy limit. These
BRST transformations could be taken as the starting point for a purely cohomological
algebraic analysis without any reference to a particular Lagrangian. Furthermore, our
choice of adopting the Maurer-Cartan formalism is due to the fact that when combined
with the introduction of the translation ghost if it will give us the possibility of a fully
tangent space formulation of gravity.

This step, as we shall see in details, will allow to introduce the decomposition (1.18)
in a very simple way and will produce an elegant and compact formula (see Section 5) for
expressing the whole solution of the BRST descent equations, our aim is that of giving a
cohomological interpretation of the gravitational Lagrangians and of the anomalies in any
space-time dimension with and without Weyl symmetry. Moreover, the explicit presence
of the torsion T and of the translation ghost rf gives the possibility of introducing an
algebraic BRST setup which turns out to be different from that obtained from the analysis
of Brandt et al. [25], where similar techniques have been used.

Finally, we stress that the main purposes of the present work are dedicated on one
hand to discuss the solutions of the local gravitational cohomology problem without Weyl
symmetry

sa(e,ui,R,T) =0 (1.19)

and on the other hand to find solutions of the full local cohomology problem including
Weyl symmetry

sa(e, u, A, R, T, F) 0 (1.20)

where the vielbein field e, the Lorentz connection w, the abelian Weyl gauge field A, the
Riemann tensor 7?, the torsion T, and the Weyl curvature F are treated as unquantized
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classical fields, as done in [32], which when coupled to some matter fields (scalars or
fermions) give rise to an effective action whose quantum expansion reduces to the one-loop
order.

The work is organized as follows: In the several parts of Section 2 we briefly mention
some basic elements, respectively in Section 2.1 gravity with torsion, in Section 2.2 Weyl
transformations, in Section 2.3 the powerful BRST formalism, and finally in Section 2.4

the elegant technique of differential forms. After this, we will introduce in Section 3

the so-called Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions for gravity with torsion, for Weyl
transformations, and for scalar matter fields. In particular, in Section 3.3 the BRST
transformations for local Lorentz rotations, diffeomorphisms, and Weyl transformations are
derived in a complete tangent space formalism. In Section 4 the operator 6 is introduced
and we show how it can be used to solve the descent equations (1.17). Section 5 is dedicated
to the study of some explicit examples, like the cosmological constant, the Einstein and the
generalized torsion Lagrangians as well as the Chern-Simons terms, the gravitational and

Weyl anomalies, and the matter field Lagrangians. Section 6 deals with the geometrical
meaning of the decomposition (1.18) and some detailed calculations can be found in the
final appendices, respectively important commutator relations in the tangent space and
the determinant of the vielbein in connection with the e tensor.

2 Basic elements

2.1 Gravitational fields

It is well-known that the gauge transformations associated with gravity are general
coordinate transformations or diffeomorphisms, i.e. arbitrary reparametrizations of the TV-

dimensional space-time, and local Lorentz rotations in a tangent space of dimension TV 2.

A diffeomorphism can be written as

x" -> 3? x» + Çf(x) (2.1)

where f(a:) is an infinitesimal parameter of the general coordinate transformation. A
scalar field <p(x) has the property

Cp(x) <p(x) (2.2)

and can be expanded over a point x as follows:

p(2) <p(x + £(*)) <p(x) + e*(*)ö„¥>(») + O(02 - (2.3)

From eqs.(2.2) and (2.3) one can read off the transformation of a scalar field under general
coordinate transformations or diffeomorphisms

6D<p <p(x) - tp(x) -edß<p C& (2.4)

2As usual, Latin and Greek indices refer to the tangent space and to tin- euclidean space-time. Both the
world indices and the local Lorentz indices take values from 1 to N.
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where Cç denotes the Lie derivative [36]. A covariant (contravariant) vector field Vp (V)
transforms under diffeomorphisms as

W -zxdxVp - (d^x)Vx c(vp,
6DV -^dxV + (dxe)Vx CfV (2.5)

and analogous for tensors of higher ranks.

Now we consider local Lorentz rotations in the tangent space which act on the fields
according to

4>(x) -» <j>(x) + ^eab(x)Mabcl>(x) (2.6)

where Mab are the generators of the local Lorentz rotation group SO(N) in TV dimensions
in the representation appropriate to the field <j>(x) and e"6 are the infinitesimal parameters
of the transformation. The generators M0(, and parameters e"* are antisymmetric in (ab)

Mab -Mha «¦"* -«*». (2.7)

An antihermitian representation of the generators M^ is given by

(Mabyd Sfa - 6ir,ad (2.8)

which satisfies the commutator algebra

[Mah, Med] -VacMu + r)adMbc + KbcM^ - »7WMac (2.9)

With the help of eq.(2.8) follows from eq.(2.6) the transformation of a contravariant tangent
space vector field V under local Lorentz rotations

SlV \emn(MmnTbVb

\emn(8amr)nb-6annmb)V

e\Vb (2.10)

and analogous for a covariant vector field Va

hVa e>6 • (2.11)

Remark that a scalar field ip has no tangent space index and therefore does not transform
under local Lorentz rotations

6Ltp 0 (2.12)

Now one can define a Lorentz covariant derivative D^ by introducing a gauge field
associated with the local Lorentz rotations (2.6) which is called the Lorentz connection
field u)a\

DA a> + V„M„^ (2.13)
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The covariant derivative transforms according to eq.(2.6) as

8L(Dptj>) h?hMab(D^) (2.14)

which determines with eq.(2.9) the transformation property of the Lorentz connection field
under local Lorentz rotations

SLu^ß -d^ - u^e* + uhcpé° (2.15)

Remark that the Lorentz connection field w°* carries both world and tangent space indices.
The presence of a world index is characteristic for gauge fields, since these fields are
introduced in order to compensate for the effects caused by the local gauge invariance
transformations.

Up to now the derivative (2.13) is covariant under local Lorentz rotations but not
covariant under diffeomorphisms. In other words the variation ofD^ does not only depend
on the parameters ^(x) taken at the same space-time point, but it also depends on their
values at neighbouring points. This is reflected in the presence of a derivative of ^(x) in
the transformation law

8(D,<j>) \eabMab(D^) - ¥dv(Dp4) ~ (»„OP,*) (2-16)

with
6 6D+6L. (2.17)

From eqs.(2.15) and (2.16) one gets the transformation of the Lorentz connection field w00^

under diffeomorphisms
*/><. -rö„<, - (<u>ab„, (2.18)

which is the usual transformation law of a covariant vector field under general coordinate
transformations (2.5). To remove c^f in the transformation rule (2.16) one introduces
another field whose variation can compensate for the undesired term. Since Dp<j> still
carries a world index the new type of field should convert world indices into local Lorentz
indices. This leads to the introduction of the field E£, which can be used to define a fully
covariant derivative Da</> in the following way

Da4> E'D^ (2.19)

This derivative no longer carries a world index and transforms therefore as a vector field
under local Lorentz rotations and as a scalar field under diffeomorphisms

6(Da4>) -ed^D^+e^D^)
-fdpiDa*) + \emn(Mmn)ah(Db<t>) (2.20)

which determines the transformation behaviour of E£ under diffeomorphisms and local
Lorentz rotations

SES Ä -^K + (dxe)E^ (2.21)
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The field E£ not only may be regarded as the gauge field of general coordinate
transformations but also may be seen in a geometric context. Namely the TV contravariant
vector fields E£ specify the basis vectors of the linear tangent space at each point of a
TV-dimensional Riemannian space-time manifold. This implies that E£ is non-singular and
has an inverse e" defined by

e^r S\
eavE* 6/ (2.22)

The standard nomenclature is to call e" the vielbein field and E% the inverse vielbein field.
Under diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz rotations the vielbein field transforms as

K e\e\ - edxe; - (d^K ¦ (2-23)

In this context the group of local Lorentz rotations is called the structure group or tangent
space group, which rotates the local tangent space frame. The existence of the vielbein
field allows the introduction of a covariant metric tensor on the Riemannian space-time
manifold which is symmetric

*»-(*) efaKWVab g^(x) (2.24)

where rjab is a Lorentz invariant tensor, which can be used for local measurements of
distances and angles in space-time.

As usual one extends the concept of covariance under diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz
rotations to quantities that carry world indices. The construction of a covariant derivative
Vp for world covariant vector fields Xp is straightforward. By using the inverse vielbein
field one convert the world indices to tangent space indices, then apply the covariant
derivative (2.13), and with the help of the vielbein field one reconvert the Lorentz indices
into world indices. Hence one has

VpXv elDp(EPaXp)

VPX" EvaDp(eapX") (2.25)

The same argument can be applied to define covariant derivatives acting directly on world
tensors. Eqs. (2.25) can be rewritten in the form

upXv — DpXv — rMJ/ Xp

VPX" DPX" + T^X" (2.26)

with the so-called affine connection r p defined by

V -elDpE'a (Dpel)E?a (2.27)

Note, that the covariant derivatives in (2.26) and the affine connection contain the Lorentz
connection field wot The representation (2.27) for the affine connection satisfies the metric
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postulate, which asserts that the metric and thus the vielbein field is covariantly constant.
Indeed it is straightforward to verify that (2.27) is equivalent to

Vpel 0 (2.28)

The affine and Lorentz connection fields are therefore not independent; furthermore it is

easy to show with eq.(2.24) that
Vpgvp 0 (2.29)

from which one deduces that the affine connection must satisfy following identity

rilv'9.p + Tlv°g„ dllgl,p. (2.30)

The so-called curvature or Riemann tensor R and torsion tensor T are found by using the
Ricci identity [36], which relates these tensors to commutators of covariant derivatives

[Dm, Dn] ì*"*,„»Af,* - T£n(e, u)Da (2.31)

Evaluation of the left-hand side of eq.(2.31) shows that the Riemann tensor of the local
Lorentz rotations and the torsion tensor are given by

tf°VH 9/, - <W„ + «V** -^ (2-32)

Tl\(e,u>)=Dpel-Dvel. (2.33)

According to eq.(2.28) and the definition (2.33) the torsion tensor T corresponds to the

antisymmetric part of the affine connection

V-V ££C- (2-34)

Alternatively one may also compute the Ricci identity for covariant derivatives (2.26)
applied on a world vector

1

With the relation

[Dp, VV\XP s ^\„MabXp - TpvVTXp - WppvXa (2.35)

[Dp,D„} lRablu/Mab, (2.36)
2

and eq.(2.34) one obtains the curvature tensor

*V(T) ö„V - d^; + r„F„° - iw (2.37)

Remark that, however, 7î(r) is not an independent object. By evaluating

V[pVu]eap VpVveap - VuVpep 0 (2.38)

one verifies that

«V R\4E» ¦ (2-39)
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Taking cyclic permutations of the triple commutator of covariant derivatives, which satisfies
the Jacobi identity

[D„, [£>„, D„}] + \DV, [Dp, Dp}} + [Dp, {Dß, D„\] 0 (2.40)

and taking cyclic permutations of the covariant derivative applied on the definition of the
torsion (2.33)

D[pT?p] - D{pDueaA (2.41)

yields the well-known Bianchi identities

D^vp] 0 (2.42)

D^A *Vcìl ¦ (2-43)

The combination of (2.30) and (2.34) now fully determines the affine connection in terms
of the metric field and the torsion tensor

V«{J,} + 3fe*JÇ», (2.44)

where {p } denoting the Christoffel symbol which is symmetric in (pv)

iU \triPtf~ + d*fa - 8.9r) > (2-45)

and Kab the contorsion tensor which is antisymmetric in (ab)

Kf ^E-*{T^epe + T°ppe„c - T;pepc) (2.46)

The value of the Lorentz connection field corresponding to eq.(2.44) is

«"»„ «•» + *?, (2.47)

with

<""» \el(-nabc + nbc" + ne"*) (2.48)

and Clabc the coefficients of anholonomity which measures the non-commutativity of the
vielbein basis

$V KKißA - d*D ¦ (2-49)

In the absence of torsion the Bianchi identitiy (2.43) takes the simple form

Ä"W* ° • (2-5°)

In this case the Lorentz connection field uab is given by eq.(2.48)

<,=<A(e), (2.51)

and the affine connection r / is nothing but the Christoffel symbol

V {U • (2-52)
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This implies the symmetry of the Riemann tensor under cyclic permutations of the indices

RapjiV + Rapisp + Raupp 0 (2.53)

and the pair exchange symmetry of the Riemann tensor

Rappv RpvoP • (*."4)

By contracting the Riemann tensor one can construct two further objects, the Ricci tensor

R% B*^ (2.55)

which is in the case of vanishing torsion symmetric

A", R; (2-56)

and the Riemann scalar or curvature scalar 7Ï

R R"^ Rt^ESEZ (2.57)

2.2 Weyl transformations

In this section we will introduce the familiar Weyl transformations and the connection to
diffeomorphisms and local Lorentz rotations. A local Weyl transformation [37] is a local

rescaling of the metric field gpv according to

gpv(x) -+ ew^nUgp„(x) (2.58)

where W(gpu) is the so-called Weyl weight of the metric tensor and fl(x) is the parameter
for the Weyl transformation. As usual, the Weyl weight for the metric tensor g^ is fixed
to the value two

W(<7„„) 2 (2.59)

The infinitesimal transformation is then given by

Swgpv 2ngtu/ (2.60)

and analogous for an arbitrary field <j>, with an appropriate Weyl weight, one has

6w<j, W((j>)ü(j) (2.61)

The determinant of the metric field, defined as

g det(g^) (2.62)

has now the Weyl weight
W(g) 27V (2.63)
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where TV denotes the space-time dimension. From eq.(2.24) one can read off the following
identity for the determinant of the vielbein field e£

e Vff e det(el) (2.64)

which implies the Weyl weight for the determinant of the vielbein field

W(e) TV (2.65)

With this setup the Weyl weights for the following basic fields are then fixed to

W(e£) +1

W(E>) -1
Map.) +2,
WOT) -2 (2.66)

and the corresponding Weyl transformations are given by

6w<% fie;
6wE> -SIE*
Swg^u 2Çlgp„

Swg^ -2%"" (2.67)

respectively
Swe Swyfg NÜ^g (2.68)

Remark that the Weyl weights are additive. The standard procedine to find the Weyl
weight for a scalar field ip is to assume, that the action of a scalar field should have Weyl
weight zero under a global Weyl transformation. From

r \ Jdfxy/gsra^tpdyip (2.69)

one gets therefore the Weyl weight for a scalar field

m<P) "^- (2-70)

and the Weyl transformation of a scalar field

Sw<p -^J-^n<p (2.71)

Remark also that the partial derivative d^ and the flat metric ry, have Weyl weights zero.
The Weyl transformations for the remaining fields are determined by the definitions of the
Riemann tensor (2.32) and the torsion (2.33) and are given by

w*„ o,
SwT$v UT"Jt,J- pis

6wR? pv
0 (2.72)
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However, the action of the scalar field (2.69) is not generally Weyl invariant under a
local infinitesimal Weyl transformation. Only in two space-time dimensions one can find
a Weyl invariance:

8WT -8W J dNxs/ggp-"dpipdvip

~(~^) jdNxJg<r(d,&)<pdv<p (2.73)

In order to keep the Weyl invariance in arbitrary space-time dimensions we introduce a

gauge field Ap for the Weyl transformations and the corresponding Weyl covariant derivative

^p<t> dp<t> + W(<j>)Ap<j> (2.74)

As usual, the covariant derivative of a field <j> should transform as the field <j> (see eq.(2.61))

Mv» W(*)n(V„*) (2.75)

which implies the proper transformation of the Weyl gauge field

SWAP -dpn (2.76)

The correct Weyl invariant scalar field action can be found by replacing the partial derivative

dp in (2.69) by the Weyl covariant derivative (2.74):

r \ /A^-TV^V^ (2.77)

Now one can easily proof that the action (2.77) is Weyl invariant in any space-time dimension.

From (2.77) follows

SwT ^SwJd^^gg^V^V.ip

ì JdNx{(8w^g^)VpipVvip + 2y/ggr{SwV&)VM (2.78)

which leads with the help of (2.67),(2.68) and (2.75) to the invariance of the action:

6WT 0 (2.79)

We remark that in the case of gravity with vanishing torsion exists a second possibility
to construct a Weyl invariant scalar field action without using the Weyl gauge field [38]:

r \ JdPzJglirdrtpdrtp + aRip2) (2.80)

with the coupling constant
IN-2 .„„,,a =4/731- (2-81)
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The Weyl transformation of the Riemann scalar R for vanishing torsion is given by

8WR =-2ÌÌR + 2(N - l)an (2.82)

Now it is straightforward to check that (2.80) is Weyl invariant. But in the presence of
torsion the Weyl transformation of the Riemann scalar R is changed according to

8WR -2Q.R (2.83)

and the action (2.80) is no more Weyl invariant!

The commutator of two covariant derivatives is related to the Weyl field strength

[Vß,VM W(<t>)FPA- (2.84)

The corresponding Weyl curvature Fpv is then given by

Fpv dpAv - d„Ap (2.85)

which is invariant under Weyl transformations

SwFpv 0 (2.86)

and obeys the Bianchi identity for the Weyl curvature

d[pFvp] 0 (2.87)

In order to incorporate also Weyl transformations with diffeomorphisms and local
Lorentz rotations one introduces the following covariant derivative

Dp dp + -unbßMab + WA, (2.88)
1

2l

The composition of the symmetry transformations, i.e. diffeomorphisms, local Lorentz

rotations, and Weyl transformations, is done by

8 6D + 8L + Sw (2.89)

which leads to the following set of transformations for the basic fields

x TV-2
Sip -£ dXif —Hip

Se, e\e\ - £A0Ae° - (ÓL.£Va + «e»

*«V -dpe\ + e>v - e><^ - eo^X - (a„£Vm
SA, -edxAp - (dpe)Ax - ö„n
ST;v e\Tb„ - edxT%, - (dpeWv - (d^T^x + ^C

SR°bp.» eacR°bpv * ^b^cpis - £ d^bpj, ~ (dp£ )K'bxls - (dv£ )^V> >

SFpu -fdxF^ - (d^Fxv - (d^)Fpx - (2.90)
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The commutators of the covariant derivatives (2.31) and (2.36) can be generalized to

(2.91)

pDM,D„]* iffVW^ + mfìFpvt

and

[Dm, Dn]<A ±B*mM*4 + W(<j>)Fmn<j> - IZjyj (2.92)

where the Riemann tensor R^pv, given by eq.(2.32), and the Weyl curvature Fpv, given
by eq.(2.85), are unchanged, but the torsion tensor field T^„ is now modified, due to the
including of Weyl transformations, according to

T% Vp< - D*eJ

fl„e» - ö„ej + w\/„ - u>V< + Apel - A„e£ (2.93)

2.3 BRST transformations

The BRST formalism is an elegant and powerful tool for the consistent describtion of
gauge symmetries in quantum field theory. The standard procedure is to substitute the
infinitesimal parameters of the several symmetry transformations eqs.(2.1), (2.6),(2.58) for
the corresponding anticommuting Faddeev-Popov ghosts

e —> e*
eab —> gab

n _> o- (2.94)

where £M, Ö"6, and a denoting the diffeomorphism ghost3, the Lorentz ghost, and the Weyl
ghost. From the antisymmetry of the parameter eah for the local Lorentz rotations it follows
immediately that also the Lorentz ghost is antisymmetric

gab _ _gba (2.95)

All above ghosts have ghost number one. Further the several symmetry operations are
then expressed by a nilpotent anticommuting operator s which is called the BRST operator

s sD + sL + sw (2.96)

The BRST operator increase the. ghost number by one. The BRST transformations of the
ghosts are constructed in a way that all transformations are nilpotent. For all the basic

Both, for the parameter of diffeomorphisms and for the diffeomorphism ghost, we use the same symbol.
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fields mentioned so far one has now the following BRST transformations

stp -£*dXip —aV '

K *V> - SXdK - (^K + < -

sES -0\EÏ - pdxBS + (dx?)Exa - crES

^v -dpO°b+*>v - *>% - €*&«%. - (^Vh -

sA„ -£A0AA„ - (dpe)Ax - dpa

rf£ Pfl% - ^dxT^ - (d^yit - (d„e)TZx + oT%

sR^bp* ^c^bp* - ocbïï*cp„ - £ dxRabpis - (9p£ )R?bXv - (9Â )R?bpx,

sF,u -edxFpp - (dpe)Fx„ - (d„e)FPx (2.97)

and

se -edx?,
s6ab 6"cecb-edx9ab,

sa -?dx<T (2.98)

implying the nilpotency of the BRST operator

s2 0 (2.99)

Furthermore the BRST operator commutes with the partial derivative

[s,cLJ=0. (2.100)

More generally, the consistent treatment of any gauge field model demands to fix the
gauge, in order to guarantee the existence of the corresponding gauge field propagator.
This is achieved with a Lagrange multiplier field 73, which forms together with an antighost
field c a so-called BRST-doublet

sc B
sB 0 (2.101)

The dependence of this BRST-doublet within the cohomological problem (1.11) is managed
by a useful theorem [25] showing its triviality.

2.4 Differential forms

For the sake of clarity and completeness, this section is devoted to give a brief review
of some properties and definitions of the well-known and useful formalism of differential
forms. Differential forms simply provide an exceedingly compact notation for vectors and
tensors on an arbitrary manifold.
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A scalar function f(x) is called a zero form. One defines the differential of the zero
form / as the one form

df ~-dx" (2.102)J dx»
where in TV dimensions the index p runs from 1 to TV. Thus, the exterior derivative d can
be written as

d dx"dp (2.103)

which increases the form degree by one and which is a nilpotent operator

d2 0 (2.104)

The nilpotency of d is automatically guaranteed because of the vanishing commutator of
two partial derivatives

[dp,d„}=0. (2.105)

Given a vector function tj>p one constructs the one form (j> as follows:

<j> fadx» (2.106)

The exterior derivative d of the one form (2.106) is defined as

d<j> hdp(j>„ - d^Jdx» A dx" (2.107)

where the so-called wedge product is given by

dx" A dx" -dx" A dx" (2.108)

Therefore, d<j> gives the curl of <j>.

In general, given a completely antisymmetric tensor with p indices www_-Mj> one defines

a p-form as

w -,vmp*.^dx»1 A dx"2 A A dx"* (2.109)
p!

Clearly, in TV dimensions, one cannot have p-forms with p > TV which do not vanish

identically. In order to simplify the notation, one omits the wedge product symbol and

one simply regards dx" as an anticommuting Grassmann object.

To illustrate the use of forms, we look at the Yang-Mills theory, where the gauge field
is the one form

A Apdx" (2.110)

Remark, that here A, A£Aa with generators A", and so A is at the same time a form
and a matrix. The curvature associated with the one form A is a two form:

F dA + AA. (2.111)
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Then the Bianchi identity, expressed in terms of forms, is nothing but the nilpotency of d

dF (dA)A - A(dA) (2.112)

[A, F] A(dA) - (dA)A (2.113)

With the definition of the covariant derivative one has

DF dF+ [A, F] 0 (2.114)

Now we can reformulate the results of the previous sections in the calculus of differential
forms. The corresponding basic fields are given by the one forms (ea,uab,A), ea, u>ab, and
A being respectively the vielbein, the Lorentz connection, and the Weyl gauge field

e° eapdx»

u\ u\dx" ijabmem

A Apdx" Amem (2.115)

and the two forms (Ta,Rab,F), Ta, Rab, and F denoting the torsion, the Riemann tensor,
and the Weyl curvature

Ta -T^dx"dx" dea + u\eb + Aea Dea

R°b \irbp„dx"dx" dw\ + uJ\uJ\

F -Fpvdx"dx" dA (2.116)
1

2J

where
D d + u + A (2.117)

is the covariant derivative (2.88). The remaining zero form fields are the scalar field ip, the
ghost field for diffeomorphisms f, the Lorentz ghost field 6\, and the Weyl ghost field a.
From eq.(2.116) one easily obtains the Bianchi identities

DT dT + w^T6 + AI" R,beb + Fea,

DR°b dR"b + u>\R\ - WC67TC 0

DF dF 0 (2.118)

Furthermore, one has the anticommutator relation

{s,d} sd + ds 0 (2.119)

3 Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions

The aim of this section is to derive the given set of BRST transformations, defined by
the eqs.(2.97)-(2.98), from Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions [18, 20]. In a first step
this geometrical formalism is used to discuss the simpler case of non-abelian Yang-Mills
theory [39].
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3.1 Yang-Mills case

The BRST transformations of the one form gauge connection A" Aadx» and the zero
form ghost field c" are given by

sAa dca + /"VA"
se" ì/^cV (3.1)

with
s2 0 (3.2)

where /a(,c are the structure constants of the corresponding gauge group4. As usual, the
adopted grading is given by the sum of the form degree and of the ghost number. In this

sense, the fields A" and c° are both of degree one, their ghost number being respectively
zero and one. A p-form with ghost number q will be denoted by fi*, its total grading being
(p + q). The two form field strength F" is given by

F" ^F^dx"dx" dAa + lf^AbAc (3.3)

and
dFa f«bcFbAc (34)

is its Bianchi identity. In order to reinterpret the BRST transformations (3.1) as a Maurer-
Cartan horizontality condition we introduce the combined gauge-ghost field

Ä" A° + ca (3.5)

and the generalized nilpotent differential operator

d d-s, <?=0. (3.6)

Notice that both A" and dhave degree one. The nilpotency of d in (3.6) just implies the

nilpotency of s and d, and furthermore fulfills the anticommutator relation (2.119).

Let us introduce also the degree-two field strenght Fa:

F" dA" + ì-fahcAbAc (3.7)

which, from eq.(3.6), obeys the generalized Bianchi identity

dFa fabcFbÄc (3.8)

The Maurer-Cartan horizontality condition reads then

Fa F" (3.9)

Now it is very easy to check that the BRST transformations (3.1) can be obtained from the

horizontality condition (3.9) by simply expanding Fa in terms of the elementary fields A"
and if and collecting the terms with the same form degree and ghost number. In addition,
we remark also the equality leading to the generalized Bianchi identity

dp« _ fobcpb^c _ dFa _ fabcFbAc _ q (3 10)

4Notice that here the indices a,b,c,... are denoting the gauge group indices.
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3.2 Gravitational case with Weyl symmetry

To write down the gravitational Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions for the model
described in the previous section one introduces a further ghost, as done in [18, 20], the
local translation ghost rf having ghost number one and tangent space indices. As explained
in [20], the field rf represents the ghost of local translations in the tangent space. See also
the discussion of [40] based on an affine approach to gravity.

The local translation ghost rf can be related [20] to the ghost of local diffeomorphism
P by the relation

e E»Va rf eeap, (3.11)

where E» denotes the inverse of the vielbein e", i.e.

eapE» Sab

e;E"a S; (3.12)

Proceeding now as for the Yang-Mills case, one defines the nilpotent differential operator
d of degree one:

d d-s, (3.13)

and the generalized vielbein-ghost field ë", the extended Lorentz connection wah, and the
generalized Weyl gauge field A

è" ea + rf
n>\ q\ + e\,
Ä A + o, (3.14)

where Q\ and A are given by

àab uabmëm u,ab + uabmrim,

Â Amëm=A + AmVm (3.15)

with the zero forms w"^5 and Am defined by the expansion of the zero form connection
w"b/i and the zero form Weyl gauge field Ap in terms of the vielbein e£, i.e.:

A, Ame™ (3.16)

As it is well-known, the last formulas stem from the fact that the vielbein formalism allows
to transform locally the space-time indices of an arbitrary tensor A/^vpcr... into flat tangent
space indices Mabcd... by means of the expansion

AU*.. A/-„w...e^e^... (3.17)

5Remark that the zero form ui"ltln does not possess any symmetric or antisymmetric property with respect
to the lower indices (fcm).
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Vice versa one has

Kb*... tf^ESEZESEl... (3.18)

According to eqs.(2.116), the generalized torsion field, the generalized Riemann tensor,
and the generalized Weyl curvature are given by

T dëa + u\ëb + Aëa Dëa

R'b düab + ü>acCJcb,

F d~Ä, (3.19)

and are easily seen to obey the generalized Bianchi identities

DT dT+ ü\T + ÄT R\ëh + Fêa

DK>b « dR\ + w\frb - iïbR?c 0

DF dF 0 (3.20)

with
D d + ü + Ä (3.21)

the generalized covariant derivative.

With these definitions the Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions for gravity (with
non-vanishing torsion) in the presence of a scalar field may be expressed in the following
way: ê and all its generalized covariant exterior differentials can be expanded over
ë with classical coefficients,

ëa 8abëb horizontal (3.22)

T(ë,Z) ìr^„(e,w)emè" horizontal (3.23)

Ä\(ö) ^-^»ë-ê" horizontal (3.24)

F(Ä) ^Fmn(A)ëmën horizontal (3.25)

~ TV — 2
Dip (Dm<p)ëm (dmip —Amip)ëm horizontal (3.26)

Through eq.(3.17), the zero forms T£n, Tî"^,,, and Fmn are defined by the vielbein expansion
of the two forms of the torsion, the Riemann tensor, and the Weyl curvature of eq.(2.116),

q-ia _ ^rpa m n
± ~ o »« '

Kb ^taeme"

F ^mneme" (3.27)

and the zero form of the covariant derivative Dm is given by (see also later)

D emDm (3.28)
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Notice also that eqs. (3.15) are nothing but the horizontality conditions for the Lorentz
connection and the Weyl gauge field expressing the fact that Q and A themselfs can be

expanded over ê.

Eqs.(3.22)-(3.26) define the Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions for the gravitational

case in the presence of scalar fields and, when expanded in terms of the elementary
fields (ea,uiab, A, rf,^^ a), give the nilpotent BRST transformations corresponding to the
diffeomorphism transformations, the local Lorentz rotations, and the Weyl transformations.

For a better understanding of this point let us first discuss in detail the horizontality
conditions (3.26) for the scalar field and (3.23) for the torsion. Making use of eqs.(3.13),
(3.14), (3.15) and of the definition (3.19), one verifies that eq.(3.26) gives

dtp - sip - ^^Aip - EzlAmr,mip - ^-^o-ip (Dmip)em + (Dmip)rr (3.29)

and eq.(3.23) leads to

rfea - sea + drf - srf + u\eb + Fbeb

+ wabnb + (Tbrf + W6mnme6 + uabmrlmnb

+ Ae" + Amrjmea + aea + Arf + Amr,mrf + arf
\Tlneme» + rm„e^» + ^nn"V (3-30)

from which, collecting the terms with the same form degree and ghost number, one easily
obtains the BRST transformations for the scalar field ip, the vielbein e°, and for the ghost

rf:
TV-2

sip —nmdmtp —aip

sea dna + uabrf + 6abeb + ujabmr,meh + AmrTea + <rea

+ An" - ±Znemrf

srf (rbr,b + v^rTn" + Am«"V + arf - ^.ifij" (3.31)

These equations, when rewritten in terms of the variable £M of eq.(3.11), take the more
familiar forms (see eqs.(2.97))

TV — 2
sip -£xdx<p -—o-ip

se^F^ + Ctel + o-e;,

se -tXdxt» (3.32)

where Cç denotes the ordinary Lie derivative along the direction £M, i.e.

C& -tdxe; - (dpe)e"x - (3.33)
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It is now apparent that eq.(3.31) represents the tangent space formulation of the usual
BRST transformations corresponding to local Lorentz rotations, diffeomorphisms, and

Weyl transformations for the scalar field ip, the one form vielbein field ea, and the zero
form translation ghost field rf.

One sees then that the Maurer-Cartan horizontality conditions (3.22)-(3.26) together
with eq.(3.19) carry in a very simple and compact form all the informations concerning
the symmetry content with respect to the BRST formalism. It is quite easy indeed to
expand eqs.(3.22)-(3.26) in terms of e" and rf and work out the BRST transformations of
the remaining fields (uab,A,R?b,T,F,...).

However, in view of the fact that we will use as fundamental variables the zero forms
(ojabmiAm,R^bmn,T^n,Fmn) and the one form e° rather than the one form Lorentz connection

w\, the one form Weyl gauge field A, and the two forms Rab, T°, and F, let us proceed
by introducing the partial derivative da of the tangent space. According to the formulas
(3.17) and (3.18), the latter is defined by

da E»a3p (3.34)

and

dp eapda (3.35)

so that the intrinsic exterior differential d becomes

d dx»dp eada (3.36)

and analogous for the covariant derivative D

D dx»Dp emDm (3.37)

The introduction of the operator da and the use of the zero forms (iij"^,^,, R?bmn>

T^ini Fmn) and the one form ea allows for a complete tangent space formulation. This step,
as we shall see later, turns out to be very useful in the analysis of the corresponding BRST
cohomology. Moreover, as one can easily understand, the knowledge of the BRST
transformations of the zero form sector (w°ta, Am, R^'bmn, T^n, Fmn) together with the expansions
(3.16), (3.27) and the equation (3.31) completely characterize the transformation law of
the forms (u\, A, R>b, T, F).

For completeness, now we will discuss the remaining Maurer-Cartan horizontality
conditions and we will derive the BRST transformations of the corresponding fields. From
eq.(3.25) follows

dA-sA + d(Amnm) - s(Amr)m) + da - sa

\Fmnemen + Fmnemrf + ^Fmnr,mr)n (3.38)

from which, collecting again the terms with the same form degree and ghost number, one
can read off the BRST transformations for the one form Weyl gauge field A and for the
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zero form ghost field â:

sA dâ- Fmnemnn

sa -^Fmnrrrf (3.39)

where â is given by the combination

â AmT)m + a (3.40)

To determine the BRST transformation for the zero form Weyl gauge field Am one needs

the partial derivative of it in the tangent space. This can be found by the definition for
the two form Weyl curvature F (2.116)

dA F ^Fmnemen

d(Amem) i(dmAn - dnAm)emen + Am(dem) (3.41)

By inserting the definition of the torsion two form T (2.116) above equation leads to

dmAn - dnAm Fmn - AkTÌn - Akukmn + Akujknm (3.42)

With the help of eq.(3.31) one easily finds from eq.(3.39) the BRST transformation of the
zero form Weyl gauge field Am according to

sAm -nkdkAm - ekmAk - dma - Ama (3.43)

and by using the eqs.(3.31), (3.42), and (3.43) one gets the BRST transformation of the
Weyl ghost a from eq.(3.39)

sa -rikdka (3.44)

These equations, when rewritten in terms of the variable f, take the form (see eqs.(2.97))

sAp -tdxAp - (dße)Ax - dpa

sa -eOxa (3.45)

Finally, the Maurer-Cartan horizontality condition for the Riemann tensor (3.24) gives

du\ - su\ + d^rf) - s^rf) + d(Tb - s8ab

+ uacucb + uacecb + eacLj\ + eacecb

+ ""cabrar + <mVm< + Om^,»/"
+ e>cbmrim + u>acmrre\

^^eme" + R-bran^i1 + ^^A" (3.46)

from which the BRST transformations for the one form Lorentz connection field u>ab and
for the zero form ghost field (9a6 are found to

su\ dê\ + 0><6 - 0>°c - Tf^e^»
sOab 0aA-lRabmnVmVn, (3-47)
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where 9°-b is defined by the combination

Ô"b=^abmVm + Oab. (3.48)

The partial derivative of the zero form Lorentz connection w'^ follows from the definition
of the two form Riemann tensor R?b (2.116)

A, A DO A ,c jya nmnn ,a ,c arn0n

dfurV) ^W». - o^^e" + ^^(de"1) (3.49)

which leads to

+ "V>*„m - W>'m„ + (/„^ - w°bmAn (3.50)

The BRST transformations for the zero form Lorentz connection field i/^ and for the
Lorentz ghost 9ab are then determined by

«A» -^otw-ta, - dme\ + e«^ - e\^m - ekmu\k - «j-^,, (3.51)

aP^-rf^ + F^. (3.52)

By using the variable ^ above BRST transformations correspond to (see eqs.(2.97))

«A. -£A&«V - (ö„eV« - Wb + o>cbp - *>%
s8\ -edx(rb + B\Q\ (3.53)

The BRST transformations for the two forms (T°, 72",,, 7^), the torsion, the Riemann tensor,
and the Weyl curvature, can be worked out from the generalized Bianchi identities (3.20)

sT (dTmn)emrf - Tmnem(dn») + 9"^ + aT + tH"
- TZnumkekrf + ^rfT + w<Xnemnn + AkrfT
- Rfbnb - Ralmnemrreb - Frf - Fmnemrfea (3.54)

sR?b (dR"bmn)emrf - 7T6mnem(^") + 9\R\ - e\Rac

- ^„^V + "ackVhRCb - "W^c + ""cKbmn^rT

- u^RT^rf + R^^T^rf - RahmnAemrf (3.55)

sF (dFmn)emrf - Fmnem(dnn) + F^T^rf
- Fmnu>>y - FmnAemvn ¦ (3-56)

To calculate out the corresponding zero forms (T^n, R"^,^ Fmn) one needs the partial
derivative in the tangent space of these fields. From the Bianchi identities (2.118) one gets
the complete antisymmetrized relations

"*-*mn + 9mTnk + OnTW R?kmn + R mnk + R nkm
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+ 8akFmn + S^Fnk + S^Fkm

— W hJTm„ — üA-T.J. — Ui L„Tlbk mn bm nk bn km

+ AkTmn + AmT^k + AnT^
rpa rpl rpa rpl rpa rpl
-Llk1mn 1lm1nk A In1 km

+ TSfiJ^ + TSjJ^ + T^u kn

- Tììcu mn - TL" nk ~ T?nu km > (3.57)

dkR^hmn + dmR^imk + dnRabkm -Cj"ckRCbmn ~ ""cm&bnk ~ ^cn^bkm

+ ^bkR^cmn + ^bm^cnk + ^bj^ckm
T%a rpl rya rpl -pa rpl~ "¦ MfcJmn ~ n blm1nk~' "¦ bin1 km

+ Ä"wtW nm + R?blnU mk + ffWmW kn

- R?blkU mn - B^blrn^ nk ~ R?blnU km

+ 2AkRabmn + 2AmRab,lk + 2AnRabkm, (3.58)

dkFmn + dmFnk + dnFicm —FikTmn — FimTnk — FinTkm

+ Flku'nm + FtnJmk + FlmJkn

- FIku) mn - Flmu> n(t - Finu> km

+ 2AkFmn + 2AmFnk + 2AnFkm (3.59)

Inserting eqs.(3.57)-(3.59) into eqs.(3.54)-(3.56) leads to the BRST transformations of the
zero form torsion field Tmn, the zero form Riemann tensor Rabmn, and the zero form Weyl
curvature Fmmn

sTmn -rfdkTmn + 9»bTmn - 9kmTn - 8knTmk - oTmn (3.60)

Sl^bmn -V dkR"bmn + ^cR°bmn ~ V™> _ ö m^bkn

- Fn&bmk - 2<rR"bmn (3.61)

sFmn - -rfdkFmn - 9kmFkn - 9knFmk - 2oFmn (3.62)

These equations, when rewritten in terms of the variable £»> take the form (see eqs.(2.97))

sT^ -edxTZ, - (dpe)Tt„ - (d^Kx + efa% + &i%
sR^bpv -£ ®xR?bpv - (dpi )Rabx„ - (dv£ )R"bßx + ^J^bpv - ^b^cp^ »

sFpv -edxFpv - (d^Fxv - {d£)Fpx (3.63)

Notice that, contrary to the case of the usual space-time derivative dp, the operator da

does not commute with the BRST operator s or with the exterior derivative d due to the
explicit presence of the vielbein e" (see Appendix A for the detailed calculations). One
has:

[; dm] (dmr)k - 9km - Tkmnrf - ukmnrf + wknmVn

+ Amnk - Annn8km - a8kJdk (3.64)
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and

[<i, dm] (T*„e" + W*mne" - uknme» - Amek

+ AnenSkm - (dmek))dk (3.65)

Also the commutator of two tangent space derivatives does not vanish

[dm, dn] -(It, + »'mn - "'nm ~ Am*' + AnSkJdk (3.66)

Nevertheless, taking into account the vielbein transformation (3.31), one consistently
verifies that

{s, d} 0 d2 0 s2 0 (3.67)

3.3 BRST transformations and Bianchi identities

The last section is devoted to collect, as a summary for the reader, the whole set of
BRST transformations and the Bianchi identities which emerge from the Maurer-Cartan
horizontality conditions (3.22)-(3.26) and from eqs.(3.19), (3.20) for each form sector and

ghost number.

• Form sector two, ghost number zero (Ta, Rab, F)

sT (cffmn)e"y - TmnemdVn + (TbTb + aT + TmnT™rf

- ï£„W>y + u\krfTb + u\Tbmnemrf + AkrfT
- Rabrjb - Rabmnemrineb - Frf - Fmnemr,nea

sTA (dfiVJe-y - R-^e-dr," + 9\R\ - 9\R"C

- 7ÎV^>Y + "acknkRcb - "cbkvkRac + <RCbmnemVn

- wyF^e'v + i?ury - RT^Ae^
sF (dFmn)emrT - Fmnemdrf + Fm„T"V

- Fmnwmkeknn - FmnAemvn ¦ (3-68)

For the Bianchi identities one has

DT dT + ujabTb + AT 7Tòe6 + Fe"

DR», dirb + u\mb - wctir-c o,
DF dF 0 (3.69)

• Form sector one, ghost number zero (ea,ui"b,A)
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sea dr,a + uabT)b + 9"beb + uabmrfneb + Amnmea + aea

+ An" - rm/Y
su>\ (dw^rT + o/^diT + de\ + ufmrruc„ + 0>c6

-^bmrTuJ\-9\uJac-R?bmnemif,
sA (dAm)nm + AmdrT + da- Fmnemr,n (3.70)

The exterior derivatives of these fields are given by the definitions of the two form
field strengths (2.116)

dw\ TA - w>c6
de" T- w\eb - Aea

dA F (3.71)

• Form sector zero, ghost number zero (tp,u>"hm, Am,Tmn,Ralmin,Fmn)

TV-2
sip -r)mdmip —aip

s"abm Wh - dm9\ + Pjj'^ - 9\uam - 9kmu\k - ow-ta,

sAm -nkdkAm - 9kmAk - dma - Ama

s1Zn -r}kdkTmn + 9\Tbmn - 8kmTkn - 9knTmk - oTmn

sR^bmn -V dkR?bmn + ^hrn. _ Vor» _ ö mR"bkn

ak rya e\ na° nrt bmk ~ Z<Tit bmn >

sFmn -nkdkFmn - 9kmFkn - 9knFmk - 2aFmn (3.72)

The Bianchi identities (3.69) are projected on the zero form torsion Tmn, the zero
form Riemann tensor Rabmn, and on the zero form Weyl curvature Fmn to give

dTmn (dkTmn)ek

— (R kmn + R-mnk + ™nlm

+ SakFmn + 6amFnk + SlFkn
<ol rpb a rpb _ a rpb

bk ran bm nk bn^km

*+* ^T^n -f -AmTnjk -f -AnJjfcm

rpa rpl rpa rpl rpa rpl
¦l-lk-t-mn 1lmJ-nk 1ln±kra

+ Tüw' "h TTU1 u-T-T? (Ju1 -1- lkw nm ' "*¦ inw m« ' "* /mw Arn

-* îfc"^ ïTiïi -* iTn^ nA: -* /nw fem

-dmT:k-dnTm)ek
dR-bmn (W„Je*

(—""dfc-^fcmn ~~ U,"cmRCbnk ~ ^cn^bkm
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+ ^bkR^cmn + ^bmR^cnk + uCbnRackm

— " blk-'-mn ~ n Um-'-nk ^ bin1 km

+ R^blk" nm + R^bln^ mk + ^°«mW /fcn

~~ ^°M*W mn - R"blmU> nk ~ R^bln1^ km

+ 2AkRabmn + 2AmRabnk + 2AnRabkm

— dmR?bnk — 9nRabkm)e

O'-^mn — \yk"mn}£
/ 771 rpl 771 rpl 771 rpl

— {-Vlk-l-mn - rim-l-nk ~ ^In-t/cm

+ FlkJnm + FhlJmk + FlmJkn

- FlkU mn " FlmU nk ~ FlnU km

+ 2AkFmn + 2AmFnk + 2AnFkm

- dmFnk - dnFkm)ek (3.73)

One has also the equations

dw"*. {.dnuabm)en

-{R^bmn - W"cmwCt,i + ^cn^bm

- uabkTmn + uabku nm - wa6fcw mn

+ u,abnAm-u>abmAn-dmwabn)en,

aAm \önA.m)e

-(Fmn - AkTmn - Akui mn

+ Akuknm - dmAn)en (3.74)

• Form sector zero, ghost number one (rf, 9"b, a)

The BRST transformations for the ghost fields are given by
1

ta „Tn.„n
2J

k;

srf 9\rf + o/^trV + Amnmrf + arf - -T^r/V
sPb 9\9\-rfdk9\,

sa -rikdka (3.75)

• Commutator relations for the tangent space derivative dm

The following commutator relations are valid:

[S, dm] (dmVk - 0km ~ ittf ~ ^nvtf + ^nm^
+ Amrf - AnrfSkm - aSkm)dk

[d,am] (r*„e" + ^ro„e"-<me"
- Amek + Anen6km - (dmek))dk (3.76)

and
[dm, 9„] -(Tl + u>kmn - uknm - AmSk + An6km)dk (3.77)
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• Algebra between s and d

From the above transformations it follows:

s2 0, (f 0, (3.78)

and

{s,d} 0. (3.79)

Let us conclude this section by making two remarks. The first one concerns the role
played by the torsion T in the BRST transformations. We emphasize that, as one can see

from eqs.(3.68)-(3.75), a fully tangent space formulation of the gravitational algebra can
be obtained only when the torsion is explicitly present.

The second remark is related to the use of the variable rf. Observe that, when expressed
in terms of rf, the BRST transformation of the vielbein ea in (3.70) starts with a term linear
in the fields (i.e. the term drf). This feature makes the analogy between gravitational and

gauge theories more transparent. Moreover, it suggests that one may compute the local
cohomology of the gravitational BRST operator s [41] without expanding the vielbein e"
around a flat background, as shown in [16].

4 Descent equations and decomposition

The discussion of invariant Lagrangians and anomalies implies to find non-trivial solutions
of the so-called Wess-Zumino consistency condition [11] formulated in terms of the BRST
transformations

sa 0 (4.1)

where s is the nilpotent BRST operator and a is an integrated local field polynomial in
the space of differential forms [19]. The use of the space of polynomials of forms is not
a restriction on the generality of the solutions of the consistency equation, as recently
proven by M. Dubois-Violette et al. [19]. Non-trivial solutions of (4.1) are given by the
descent-equations technique [16, 18, 19, 24, 25, 42]. Setting

a JA, (4.2)

condition (4.1) translates into the local equation

sA + dA 0 (4.3)

where A are some local polynomials and d dx"dß denotes the exterior space-time derivative.

A is said non-trivial if
A / sB + dB (4.4)
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with B and B local polynomials. The volume form (TV-form) A with a given ghost number
G is denoted by A%. The local equation (4.3) reads then

sA% + dA%+_\ 0 (4.5)

In this case the integral of A on space-time, JA, identifies a cohomology class of the BRST
operator s and, according to its ghost number G, it corresponds to an invariant Lagrangian
(G 0) or to an anomaly (G 1).

By applying the BRST operator s on the local equation (4.5), due to the relations

s2 d2 sd + ds 0 (4.6)

and to the algebraic Poincaré Lemma [15, 16]

rffi 0 <=> fi rffi + dNx C + const (4.7)

it follows for the next cocycle
sAGN+_\+dAaNt22=0, (4.8)

because sA%t\ is not a volume form nor a constant form. It is easily seen that repeated
applications of the operator s generate a tower of descent equations

sA% + dA%+_\ 0

sAaNt\+dAaNt22 0,

sAf+N-' + dA°+N 0,
SA$+N 0 (4.9)

which ends with a zero form cocycle A$+N.

The main idea to solve the tower of descent equations (4.9) is based on the fact that
the exterior derivative «7 can be written as a BRST commutator in the following sense

d -[s,S], (4.10)

where S is an operator which will be specified later. In general this operator decrease the
ghost number g by one and increase the form degree p by one

SAI A9i+\ - (4.11)

4.1 Pure Yang-Mills

In order to elaborate the general idea of solving the tower (4.9) one starts again with
the discussion of the pure Yang-Mills theory, as it was done in a recent paper of S.P.

Sorella [26]. For this one introduces the operators S and G defined by

6=~Aah+{Fa+lfabCAbAC)^h ' (412)
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and

0—*•£+?***£?• (4-13)

It is easily verified that S and G are respectively of degree zero and one and that the
following algebraic relations hold:

d =-[a,6], (AAA)

2Q=[d,8], (4.15)

{s,G} 0 0 0, (4.16)

{d,G} 0 [0,5] 0. (4.17)

Notice that the closure of the algebra between d, s and S requires the introduction of the

operator Q. As an example, we discuss the three-dimensional Chern-Simons term, which
is also relevant for the two-dimensional gauge anomaly. In this case the descent equations
read:

sVi\ + dCl] 0

sill + dO2 0

sfl] + dfio 0

sü30 0 (4.18)

where fig is the BRST invariant ghost monomial defined by

fi^ |/"VcV (4.19)

Acting with the operator S of eq.(4.12) on the last equation of the tower (4.18) one gets

[6, s]nl + s6Ü30 0 (4.20)

which, using the decomposition (4.14), becomes

ssn30 + dÜ30 0 • (4-21)

This equation shows that £fig gives a solution for the cocycle fif in the tower (4.18). Acting
again with S on the eq.(4.21) and using the algebraic relations (4.14),(4.15) one has

sYno - Gn° + d6Çlo ° • (4-22)

Moreover, with the relations

eq.(4.22) can be rewritten as:

0fi^ sü2

&2 Faca (4.23)

s(^-nl - fi') + dsnl o. (4.24)
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One sees that (yfig — fi^) gives a solution for fij modulo trivial contributions. To solve

completely the tower (4.18) one have to apply once more the operator 6 on the eq.(4.24).
After a little algebra one gets:

s(6-^Aî30 - SÛ\) + d(fif0 - AJ) - 0 (4.25)

which shows that the cocycle fi° can be identified with (^fijj — 80,1). It is apparent then
how repeated applications of the operator 8 on the zero form cocycle fig and the use of
the operator G in the tower give in a simple way a solution of the descent equations.
Summarizing, the solution of the descent equations (4.18) is given by

fi° ^-6880,1 - 8&1 (4.26)

n2 sn3, (4.28)

fii -68ii30 - Ü\ (4.27)

where

Ô,\ Faca (4.29)

&l ^fabccacbcc (4.30)

fi? -i/rt6cA°cV (dca)ca - s(Aaca) (4.31)

fii ^fabcAaAbcc - Faca -(dAa)ca (4.32)

1

3!"
fìo FaAa _ -.j^AaAhAc (4.33)

One sees then, that (4.32) and (4.33) give respectively the two-dimensional gauge anomaly
(modulo a d-coboundary) and the three-dimensional Chern-Simons term.

4.2 Gravity with torsion

Now one can apply the same technique to solve with an appropriate decomposition (1-18)
the ladder for the gravitational case. In a first step one neglects the Weyl symmetry to
simplify the matter. For this purpose one defines the operator 8 as

6—*±, (4.34)

or in terms of the basic fields

8rf -ea
8<j> 0 for cj>= (<p, u, e, R, T, 9) (4.35)
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It is easy to verify that S is of degree zero and that, together with the BRST operator s,
it obeys the following algebraic relations:

[s,6] -d, (4.36)

and

[d, S]=0. (4.37)

One sees from eq.(4.36) that the operator 8 allows to decompose the exterior derivative
d as a BRST commutator. This property, as already shown in [26], gives an elegant and

simple procedure for solving the descent equations (4.9).

The BRST transformations for gravity with torsion but without Weyl transformations
are easily found by setting the corresponding Weyl fields, namely the Weyl gauge field
A, the Weyl ghost a, and the Weyl curvature F, to zero. Furthermore, for this case one
has also to modify the projected Bianchi identities (3.73) and the commutator relations
(3.76)-(3.77). This leads to the following summarized result:

• Form sector two, ghost number zero (T, Rab)

sT (rfTl>"V - TZ^drf + FbTb + T^^rf
- r;»y + "abkVkTb + uabTmnemV»

- R"hrf - 7A„me"ye6
sR", (dfl-taJe-V - -RVne-W1 + 9\R\ - 0yfe

- Ä^wW + uackVkR\ - u\knkR\ + c^T^e-V
- ^b^cmn^f + R"bmnTmn" (4.38)

For the Bianchi identities one has

DT dT + u\Tb R?heh

DR"b die, + u"cR\ - WC67TC 0 (4.39)

• Form sector one, ghost number zero (ea,uiab)

se" drf + u\rf + 9\eb + u^^e» - Tmnemnn

sw\ (dw^rT + u\mdrT + d9\ + ufmrT<»\ + 0>\
- u^rT^ - 9\u\ - JF^'V (4.40)

The exterior derivatives of these fields are given by the defintions of the two form
field strengths

dea T - Lo\eb6e

(4.41)
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• Form sector zero, ghost number zero (ip,ujabm,R1bmn,Tmn)

sip -r)mdm<P

sTmn -nkdkTmn + 9\Tkmn - 9kmTkn - 9knTmk

sRabmn -VWn» + ^c^bmn " ^cmn - 8kmR?bkn - 9knRabmk (4.42)

From the equations (3.73) one gets

dTmn (dkTmn)ek

— (R kmn + R-mnk + R^nkm

i ,a rpb a T* / ia T*- W bk-l-mn - W bmlnk ~~ W hi1 km

rpa rpl rpa rpl rpa rpl
1lk1mn 1lm1nk 1ln1km

+ TlkU nm + ^.W mk + TfmU kn

- TTk^ mn * 'FTmiJ nk ~ ^In^ km

- dmTxk — dnTkm)e

dR'bmn (Öfc^Je*
— (-UjC'ckRCbmn - W"cm^Cc»i*: ~~ ^cn-^Vm

+ U,CbkRlcmn + W^TF^ -H ^bnR^m
pa /ti/ pa /Ti/ pa rpl11 blk-'-mn ¦"¦ blm1nk ¦"• t/n-1*™

+ -^o/i^ nm + Ä°(.inW m/b + ^A/mW kn

~ R^blk1^ mn ~ R^blm^ nk ~ ^°6/nW km

- dmR»^ - dnRabkm)ek (4.43)

In addition, one has also the equation

dw^ (dnuabm)en

— (-Ra, +U," uc, - uj" ljc,V '"' bmn ' w cmw bn cnw bm

+ u/Ä - Wynm + uabkujkmn + dmio'Je» (AAA)

• Form sector zero, ghost number one (9ab,rf)

sn" - 9\n» + w^tfV - ^TmnVmnn

s9"b 9\9\ - rfdk9\ (4.45)

• Commutator relations for the tangent space derivative dm

The following commutator relations are valid:

[s, dm] (dmnk - 9km - Tin" - <„»/" + uknmrf)dk

[d, dm] (Tie" + W*mne« - w*Bme? - (Öme*))c\ (4.46)
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and
[dm, dn] - (Tl + iokmn - uknm)dk (4.47)

• Algebra between s and d

From the above transformations it follows:

s2 0 d2 0 (4.48)

and

{s,d} 0. (4.49)

4.3 Decomposition in the presence of Weyl symmetry

This section is dedicated to the description of the generalization including also the Weyl
symmetry. Analogous to eq.(4.35) one introduces the operator 8 defined as

6 -e«±, (4.50)

or in terms of the basic fields

8rf -e°
8<j) 0 for <t> (ip,u,e,A,R,T,F,9,a) (4.51)

It is easy to verify that 8 is of degree zero and that, together with the BRST operator s,
it obeys the same algebraic relations as in the case without Weyl transformations6:

[s,S]= -d, (4.52)

and

[d,6]=0. (4.53)

As in the case for gravity with torsion and without Weyl symmetry the algebra is unchanged
and the operator 8 allows again the decomposition of the exterior derivative d as a BRST
commutator.

In order to summarize the meaning of the «5-operator one has to take into consideration
the following points:

• In the discussion of non-abelian gauge anomalies without gravity one is enforced to
introduce also an additional operator G in order to have a closed algebra between
the operators d, s, 8, and 0. This operator, already present in the work of Brandt
et al. [25], generates together with the BRST operator s a new tower of descent

equations which are easily disentangled by using the general results of the cohomology
of s [26].

6Remark that contrary to the previous section now « denotes the full BRST operator defined in Section
3.3.
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• The decomposition without the operator G is also present in topological field theories.
In the Chern-Simons theory in three space-time dimensions (quantized in the Landau

gauge or in the axial gauge) the operator S corresponds to a new linear vector-
supersymmetry, which allows to prove the finiteness of the underlying model in a

very elegant manner [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. This linear supersymmetry is also present
in string and superstring theory as it was shown recently [48, 49].

In our present considerations we have now shown that in gravity with torsion (with
or without Weyl symmetry) the 0-operator is again absent. The meaning of the

operator G is, up to our knowledge, not yet fully understood. More recently, we have

some hints that also in topological Yang-Mills theory in four space-time dimensions
the operator 8 corresponds again to a linear vector-supersymmetry, with a vanishing
0-operator [41].

4.4 General solution of the tower

Now one solves explicitely the tower of descent equations for the gravitational case with
and without Weyl symmetry. Therefore, without Weyl symmetry, we expect that for ghost
number G and form degree TV, TV being the dimension of the space-time, the fi^ are local
polynomials in the fields (<P,ea,u>abm,Tmn,Rabmnr]a,9ab) and their derivatives, whereas for
the case with Weyl symmetry one has to add the Weyl gauge field Am, the corresponding
Weyl ghost a, the Weyl curvature Fmn, and derivatives of them. The tower of descent

equations is given by

sfi£ + dfì%t\ 0

sfiG+ì + dfiGt22 0

sfif+^"1 +dfioG+" 0,
sfi0G+JV 0 (4.54)

with (Sl%t\, fif+JV_1,fiG+Af) local polynomials which, without loss of generality, will be

always considered as irreducible elements, i.e. they cannot be expressed as the product
of several factorized terms. In particular, the ghost numbers G (0,1) correspond to an
invariant gravitational Lagrangian and to an anomaly, respectively.

Thanks to the operator 8 and to the algebraic relations (4.36)-(4.37), in order to find a
solution of the ladder (4.54) it is sufficient to solve only the last equation for the zero form
iïo+N- I* is easy to check that, once a non-trivial solution for fiG+Ar is known, the higher
cocycles fiG+JV~«, (q 1,..., TV) are obtained by repeated applications of the operator 8 on
fiG+", i.e.

!£+*-, «Ijjc+tf
t g i,..., AT G (0,1). (4.55)
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Therefore, the solution of the last equation of the tower (4.54) is reduced to a problem
of local BRST cohomology instead of a modulo-d one. It is well-known indeed that, once

a particular solution of the descent equations (4.54) has been obtained, i.e. eq.(4.55),
the search of the most general solution becomes essentially a problem of local BRST
cohomology.

The complete general solutions of the local cohomological problem

sfiG+;v 0 (4.56)

are not yet obtained [41], but it is rather simple to discuss some interesting examples. This
will be done in the next section.

5 Some examples

This section is devoted to apply the previous algebraic setup and to discuss some explicit
examples. Especially, we draw our attention to the cohomological origin of the cosmolog-
ical constant, the Einstein Lagrangians, and the generalized curvature Lagrangians. In
addition, we discuss Lagrangians with torsion, Chern-Simons terms and anomalies. In a
last step we investigate the scalar field Lagrangians in the presence of gravity, the Weyl
anomalies, and the Weyl invariant scalar field Lagrangians. The analysis will be carried
out for any space-time dimension, i.e. the Lorentz group will be assumed to be SO(N)
with TV arbitrary.

Remark that in the following Sections 5.1-5.6 we will discuss the gravitational case with
torsion but without Weyl symmetry. Therefore, in this sections one has to use the BRST
transformations summarized in Section 4.2. In Sections 5.7 and 5.8 also Weyl symmetry
is included, and there one has to use the full BRST transformations of Section 3.3.

5.1 The cosmological constant

The simplest local BRST invariant polynomial which one can define is

w_(ziT.
TV!Itf -TiT-ew a^°V2 rf" (5.1)

with eaia2 aN the totally antisymmetric invariant tensor of SO(N). Taking into account
that in a TV-dimensional space-time the product of (TV + 1) ghost fields rf automatically
vanishes, it is easily checked that fig' identifies a cohomology class of the BRST operator,
i.e.

sfi^ 0 fi^ Ï sfi^"1 (5.2)
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For the case G 0 the zero form cocycle (5.1) corresponds to the invariant Lagrangian
fi°„

6N 1

^N ~ tvT^° 7vT£aia2 "^6"'6"2 e"N ' '5'3'

which is easily identified with the SO(N) cosmological constant. One sees thus that the
cohomological origin of the cosmological constant (5.3) relies on the cocycles (5.1). With
the help of Appendix B one can rewrite eq.(5.3) to the more familiar form

n% e1 eN e dNx (5.4)

5.2 Einstein Lagrangians

In this case, using the zero form curvature Rnbmn, one gets for the cocycle fig' (TV > 2):

1 (-1)N0N —
K ' r poi"2 nmT)"na3 rf1" (r-i ^\~ 2(N-2)\ 2 " '

to which it corresponds the term

f.N
0° - — QN

N ~ TV! °

p paia2 m n n3 aN
o C 7\r _ 2V ,a2 "N mn

7ÄT^)Te"- aNRaia^ e"" (5.6)

Expression (5.6) is nothing but the Einstein Lagrangian for the case of SO(N). Using the
result given in the Appendix B one gets

O0 r D«l«2 mna3 aN 1 N
2 CAT — 2V '"2 aN mn

\eRaia2mnKSl-Snai6Z)dNx

eRmnmn dNx eR dNx (5.7)

Notice also that for the case of S0(2) the zero form cocycle fig

fi2 |e-Jl*mi,i/V (5.8)

turns out to be BRST-exact:

ni -«(eaòw-*mfjr + £n6ö"6) (5.9)

As it is well-known, this implies that the two dimensional Einstein Lagrangian

fi° eabRab (5.10)

is <7-exact, i.e.
fi° d(eabtoab) (5.11)
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5.3 Generalized curvature Lagrangians

A straightforward generalization of the Einstein Lagrangians (5.6) is to replace any pair
of vielbeins with the two form R"*". Therefore, one gets another set of gravitational
Lagrangians containing higher powers of the Riemann tensor.

To give an example, let us consider the zero form cocycle

r)2N _
1 1 / poio2 1*1304 ,7,<»(2«-l)"(2JV) \

(2TV)! 2^ °2a3a4 "P^-W) &1&2 M« n \2N-l)b(.2N)'

x (nblnb2rib3ribi tiV-D^) (5.12)

Using eq.(4.55), for the corresponding invariant Lagrangian one gets

2N - (2N)r°
1 1 / T->aia2 00304 7->a(2«-l)a(2W) %

(2NY. 2N ia2a3"' °(2"-1)a<2'v) <>1*2 *3*» b&N-l)b(?N)'

x (ebleb2eb3eb' eh™-i)eb«"))

f2TVV 2"3a< a(2«-i)a(2w) " v,«.*«;

As an explicit example we analyze the case of SO(A) with the cocycle

O0 — f -paia-2 D0304 6, 62 63 „64
4_ 414 ia2"3"4 blbi b:sbi

— _Zr c-bibibibt paia2 710304 „A,~ 4!4 2"3<l4 6l62 b3bicajj

^(TT^TrU + 47^7^ + R^R^) e cfx

^e(R?baìR*dab - 4Ä*X. + R2) éx (5.14)

Above expression is nothing else but the Euler density [10].

5.4 Lagrangians with torsion

It is known that, for special values of the space-time dimension TV, i.e. TV (AM — 1)

with M > 1, there is the possibility of defining non-trivial invariant Lagrangians which
explicitly contain the torsion [18].

Let us begin by considering first the simpler case of 50(3) (M 1). By making use of
the zero form Tmn, one has for the cocycle fig the following expression7

^0 |W,\ (5.15)

7Tangent space indices are rised and lowered with the flat metric gab, i]a gabV
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from which one gets the three dimensional torsion Lagrangian

fi° IfflS -^„eme"ea -Tea (5.16)

We remark that this term, known also as the translational Chern-Simons term, has
been already discussed by several authors [50] and gives rise to interesting gravitational
models. As shown by [50] it can be naturally included together with the three dimensional
topological Chern-Simons term of Deser-Jackiw-Templeton [51] and the cosmological
constant into the Einstein action. The resulting model is characterized by the presence of a
massive graviton moving in a space of constant curvature.

Generalizing to the case of SO(AM — 1) with (M > 1), one finds

ryJM-1 _
1

(rp r>k no, pa(2M-3) \"0 ~' 2(2M-1) *• *mim2 «l">3m4 avmsms"--11 "(,2M-2)m(^iM-3)'n(,iM-l)J

X (rçmir/m2....}r™(«'-3>r/m(4M-2),j<'(2M-2)) (5.17)

which yields the following Lagrangians including also torsion

O0 — — (rp Tfk rja, rAQM-l) \
"4M-1 — oŒM-li ^tml'»!Jl mmjm.11 o2msm6".-x1' "(2M-2)"»(4M-3)m(4Jlf-2)I

_1
0(2M-l)^"£*mlm2'n' alm3mt11 azmsms'---11 °(2M-2)m(4A/-3)m(4Af-2))

x (em'em2.. em(4M~3'em<4M"2'e"'2**"2')

-TkRkaiR«m...jf*-*a(2M_2)e»c--2) (5.18)

Let us also mention the possibility of defining invariant Lagrangians with torsion terms
which are polynomial in Tmn. These Lagrangians exist in any space-time dimension and
are easily obtained from the SO(N) zero form cocycle

fio" ^r^a, a„*fV2 rf"V(T) (5.19)

where V(T) is a scalar polynomial in the torsion as, for instance [52] (see also [53] for
generalization),

V(T) T„"mTT (5.20)

The corresponding invariant Lagrangians containing only torsion are then given by

8N 1

fi°„ Mfi0" —£oi02 „„e-e"2 ea"V(T) (5.21)

5.5 Chern-Simons terms and anomalies

For what concerns the Chern-Simons terms and the Lorentz and diffeomorphism anomalies

we recall that, as mentioned in the introduction, a systematic analysis based on the
decomposition (4.36) has been recently carried out by [32].
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Let us remark, however, that the decomposition found in [32] gives rise to a commutation

relation between the operators 8 and d which, contrary to the present case (see

eq.(4.37)), does not vanish (see also Section 4.1). This implies the existence of a further
operator G of degree one which has to be taken into account in order to solve the ladder
(4.54).

Actually, the existence of the operator G relies on the fact that the decomposition of
the exterior differential d found in [32] does not take into account the explicit presence of
the vielbein e" and of the torsion T. It holds for a functional space whose basic elements

are built up only with the Lorentz connection ujab and the Riemann tensor R?b, this choice

being sufficient to characterize all known Lorentz anomalies and related second family
diffeomorphism cocycles [23, 54].

It is remarkable then to observe that the algebra between s, 8, and d gets simpler only
when the vielbein ea and the torsion T are naturally present. Let us emphasize indeed
that the particular elementary form of the operator 8 in eq.(4.35) is due to the use of the

tangent space ghost rf whose introduction requires explicitly the presence of the vielbein
e".

For the sake of clarity and to make contact with the results obtained in [32], let us
discuss in details the construction of the 50(3) Chern-Simons term. In this case the tower
(4.54) takes the form

sul + dill 0

sQ}2 + dQ,2 0

sfi? + rffig 0

sfig1 0 (5.22)

where, according to eq.(4.55),

fij <5fi0

fi' -^
fi« gfig- (5.23)

In order to find a solution for fig we use the redefined Lorentz ghost

&ab="abmVm + (r,b, (5-24)

which, from eq.(4.35), transforms as

89\ -ufh (5.25)

For the cocycle fig one gets then

IhK&a - ^fie! ô^"A - Z^bmn^rfK (5.26)
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from which fij, fij, and fi° are computed to be

ti2 -w\9bjPa + TA^e-Ä + ^^mK (5-27)

fi' wVA - ITJP. - RabmnemrfJ'a (5.28)

fi° RahubB - |w>V. (5.29)

In particular, expression (5.29) gives the familiar 50(3) Chern-Simons gravitational term.
Finally, let us remark that the cocycle Çl\ of eq.(5.28), when referred to 50(2), reduces to
the expression

fi^ -(dwab)Oba (5.30)

which directly gives the two dimensional Lorentz anomaly. Analogous, for the zero form
cocycle fig in 50(5) one gets

«g -~^hßCßdßea + -^bmnrTrrK^K

- l^bmnrTv^ckiVWO^ (5.31)

which leads to the five dimensional Chern-Simons term

fi" ^">V>Vo - 1*^*0*jSé^a

j^>V>Vo - \&*tjSéJ* + RabRbc"Ca ¦ (5-32)

5.6 Scalar field Lagrangians

In order to couple a massless scalar field to gravity without Weyl symmetry one now
considers the following zero form cocycle fi^ in a TV-dimensional space-time

1 1

2 TV?
fio" 0777^2 aXlrf2 r,"»(Dmip)(Dmip) (5.33)

where the covariant derivative reduces to the ordinary one

1 _1_

2 TV!"
fi" 0777^2 o„»"V2 rf"(dmip)(dmip) (5.34)

Taking into account the truncated BRST transformation

s(dmip) -9km(dkip) - rnkdk(dmip) (5.35)
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it can be easily checked that fig' is BRST invariant, i.e.

sfi* 0 (5.36)

For the case O 0 one gets the invariant Lagrangian Q.%

fiN i (_i\N
fi* ^fio" 2NT£a^ a"ea'e"2 ea"(9^)(9» ' (5-37)

which is easily recognized to coincide with the SO(N) scalar field Lagrangian

n°N ^dNx e(dmip)(dmip)

±dNx s/g^ipKcTip) (5.38)

Notice that above scalar field Lagrangian is invariant under diffeomorphisms and local
Lorentz rotations, but not invariant under Weyl transformations. This case will be studied
in Section 5.8.

5.7 Weyl anomalies

In order to incorporate also the Weyl symmetry we use from now on the full BRST operator
s, defined in Section 3.3. For a better understanding of the matter let us begin by discussing
the simplest case, the Weyl anomaly in 50(2). According to (4.54) we have therefore to
solve the tower

sü\ + dû2 0

sQ2 + rffig 0

sill 0 (5.39)

where Q,2 is denoting the corresponding anomaly. For the zero form cocycle fig one has

fio \e<*rfrfoR (5.40)

with R as the Riemann scalar (2.57). One can easy verify with the BRST transformation
of the Riemann scalar R, given by

sR -nkdkR - 2aR (5.41)

that above cocycle is BRST invariant, i.e.

sul 0 • (5.42)

By using eq.(4.55) one gets the well-known two dimensional Weyl anomaly

82
fi1 - —fi3J42 —

O'

)-eabeaebaR (5.43)
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which can be rewritten to the more familiar form (see Appendix B)

fij eaR d2x (5.44)

The second example, which we will discuss now, is the four dimensional Weyl anomaly
in 50(4). One possible zero form cocycle fig is given by

fig \fabcdrianbn^daR2 (5.45)

sul 0 (5.46)

which is BRST invariant, i.e.

This leads to the anomaly

84
fi1 - —fi5"4 —

41 "O

\:SaboieaebéedaR2
4!
eaR2 d*x (5.47)

Two further possible zero form cocycles are given by

fio ^eahcirfrfrfrfaRmnRmn (5.48)

and

fio ^eabcdr]arfr,cr)dcTRmnklRrmkl (5.49)

where the zero forms R^ and Rmnki denoting the Ricci tensor and the Riemann tensor with
indices in the tangent space. The cocycles (5.48) and (5.49) are again BRST invariant:

sfi5, 0 (5.50)

From (5.48) and (5.49) one gets for the corresponding anomalies

8*
fi1 —fi5"4 41 "O

~eabcdeaebecedaRmnRmn
4!

eaRmnRmn ex (5.51)

and

/54

fi1 - —fi5
4 —

41 °

—^abcdeae ece aRmnkiRm"

eaR^MRT^1 d4x (5.52)
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From the variety of all possible cocycles in higher dimensions we quote only the simplest
example for a zero form cocycle in S0(2N) which has the following form:

fio"+1 yïïys™ °™"airT rr>aB» (5.53)

Of course, it can be easily checked that all these cocycles are BRST invariant, i.e.

sfif+1 0 (5.54)

The corresponding 2TV-dimensional Weyl anomalies are given by

82N
O1 - — Q2N+1"2" - (2TV)r°

e p«ip«2 e"2NaRN
f27VV "* "^

eoRN d2Nx (5.55)

5.8 Weyl invariant scalar field Lagrangians

In order to couple a massless scalar field to gravity including also Weyl symmetry we
consider the following zero form cocycle fig' in a TV-dimensional space-time

1J_
2TVT

"o" ôTÏÏ^ -X,'T rf"(Dmip)(Dmip) (5.56)

where now the covariant derivative reduces to the Weyl covariant derivative (2.74)

TV -2
Vmr5 dmip —Amip (5.57)

and one gets
1 1

fio" - 2/VÌ^ «^01^ rça"(Vm^)(V» (5.58)

Notice, that from eq.(2.75) follows

swÇVpip) ^—a^^ip) (5.59)

where sw denotes only the Weyl symmetry part of the full BRST operator. Therefore, one
obtains for (5.57) the Weyl-BRST transformation

sw(Vmip) su,(EmVpip) -ycr(VmV) • (5-60)

Taking into account the full BRST transformation (including Weyl symmetry)

s(Vm<p) -0*m(V» - Vkdk(Vmip) - ja(Vm<p) (5.61)
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it can be easily checked that fif^ is BRST invariant, i.e.

sfi^ 0 (5.62)

For the case G 0 one gets the Weyl invariant Lagrangian D.%

fi0* ^fi" 2~m£a^ "»^^ eaw(v^)(v» ' (5-63)

which is easily recognized to coincide with the SO(N) Weyl invariant scalar field
Lagrangian

fi°„ \dNx e(Vm¥>)(V»

\dNx Vs(V^)(W) • (5-64)

Notice that above scalar field Lagrangian is invariant under diffeomorphisms, local Lorentz
rotations, and also invariant under Weyl transformations.

6 The geometrical meaning of the operator 6

Having discussed the role of the operator 8 in finding explicit solutions of the descent

equations (4.54), let us turn now to the study of its geometrical meaning. As we shall

see, this operator turns out to possess a quite simple geometrical interpretation which will
reveal an unexpected and so far unnoticed elementary structure of the ladder (4.54).

Let us begin by observing that all the cocycles fiG+Ar~p (p 0, ...,TV) entering the
descent equations (4.54) are of the same degree (i.e. (G + TV)), the latter being given by
the sum of the ghost number and of the form degree.

We can collect then, following [31], all the fiG+;v~p into a unique cocycle Ù of degree

(G + TV) defined as
N

fi £fip+"~p. (6.1)
p=0

This expression, using eq.(4.55), becomes

fi E^fioG+"> (6-2)
„=o Pl

where the cocycle fiG+Ar, according to its zero form degree, depends only on the set of zero
form variables (<^abm,Rlbrnn,Tmn,9nb,na) and their tangent space derivatives dm. Taking
into account that under the action of the operator 6 the form degree and the ghost number
are respectively raised and lowered by one unit and that in a space-time of dimension TV
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a (TV + l)-form identically vanishes, it follows that eq.(6.2) can be rewritten in a more
suggestive way as

n ein$+N(T}",(rh,u,a^,Rrlmn,TZm). (6.3)

Let us make now the following elementary but important remark. As one can see from
eq.(4.35), the operator S acts as a translation on the ghost rf with an amount given by
(—e"). Therefor e6 has the simple effect of shifting rf into (rf — e"). This implies that the
cocycle (6.3) takes the form

fi Q^N(na - e», Pk, wl, TA™, TZJ (6.4)

This formula collects in a very elegant and simple expression the solution of the descent

equations (4.54).

In particular, it states the important result that:

To find a non-trivial solution of the ladder (4.54) it is sufficient to replace
the variable rf with (rf—ea) in the zero form cocycle fiG+JV which belongs to
the local cohomology of the BRST operator s. The expansion o/fiG+JV(?ja—

ea, 9°-b, u>abm, Rabmn, T^n) in powers of the one form vielbein ea yields then
all the searched cocycles fiG+Ar"p.

It is a simple exercise to check now that all the invariant Lagrangians and Chern-
Simons terms computed in the previous section are indeed recovered by simply expanding
the corresponding zero form cocycles fiG+,v taken as functions of (rf — ea).

Let us conclude by remarking that, up to our knowledge, expression (6.4) represents a
deeper understanding of the algebraic properties of the gravitational ladder (4.54) and of
the role played by the vielbein ea and the associated ghost rf.

7 Conclusion

The algebraic structure of gravity with torsion in the presence of Weyl symmetry has

been analyzed in the context of the Maurer-Cartan horizontality formalism by introducing
an operator 8 which allows to decompose the exterior space-time derivative as a BRST
commutator. Such a decomposition gives a simple and elegant way of solving the Wess-

Zumino consistency condition corresponding to invariant Lagrangians and anomalies. The
same technique can be applied to the study of the gravitational coupling of Yang-Mills
gauge theories as well as to the characterization of the Weyl anomalies [41].
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Appendices:

Appendix A is devoted to demonstrate the computation of some commutators involving
the tangent space derivative da introduced in Section 3. In the Appendix B one finds the
definition of the determinant of the vielbein in connection with the e tensor.

A Commutator relations

In order to find the commutator of two tangent space derivatives da, we make use of the
fact that the usual space-time derivatives dp have a vanishing commutator:

[dp,d„] o. (A.i)

From
dP emdm (A.2)

one gets

[dp,dl,]=0^[emdm,e:dn]
eJXPm, dn] + em(dme:)dn - el(dnem)dm

eme:[dm,dn] + (âIÀet-d„ekl)dk

emel\dm, dn] + (Tl - ukntf + w -em - Ape\ + A„ekß)dk

<%<(TÌn + u,kmn - w*nm - Am8n + An6kJdk

+ emenv[dm,dn] (A.3)

so that
[dm, dn] -(Tl + ukmn - W*nm - Am6k + An6kJdk (A.4)

For the commutator of d and dm we get

[d,dm] [endn,dm]

-(dmek)dk-en[dm,dn]
-(dmek)dk + e"(Tl + ukmn - uknm - Am6k + An8kJdk (A.5)
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and one has therefore

[d, dm] (r*ne" + W*mne" - W*„me" - Amek + Ane"8km - (dmek))dk (A.6)

Analogously, from
[s,dp]=0 (A.7)

one easily finds

[s, dm] (dmnk - 9km - aSkJdk + rf[dm, 9„]
(dmn" - ekm - TLrf - ukmnrf + uknmVn

+ Amr)k-Anr,"6km-a8km)dk. (AS)

B Determinant of the vielbein and the e tensor

The definition of the determinant of the vielbein e" is given by

e det(ea) C-P1P2 PN cAi o2 ojv
~P' /v"!1"2 ""

One can easily verify that the BRST transformation of e reads

se -dx(^e)
For the volume element one has

e1 e" cAi as

(BA)

(B.2)

N\ 01 a"

— g p°i paN fir"1 dx"N
/yï °> "N^pi cPNaJj "-1

F fpi PNpai p^dr1 drN
jV!e°» a"e epi ePNax ax

edNx ^dNx
where g denotes the determinant of the metric tensor gpv

g det(gp„)

The e tensor has the usual norm

e e"i a« ATI

and obeys the following relation under partial contraction of (N — 2) indices

So, „„e""103 a» (TV - 2)!(^ - r%6£)

and in general the contraction of two e tensors is given by the determinant of S tensors in
the following way

(B.3)

(B.4)

(B.5)

(B.6)

J>1 &7V

Sa\ %
S%

6* 6% 6b»
an aN aN

(B.7)
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